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1. Our College
1.1 UWC Movement
UWC was founded in 1962 with the vision of bringing together young people whose experience
was of the political conflict of the cold war era, offering an educational experience based on shared
learning, collaboration and understanding so that the students would act as champions of peace. We
remain committed to this goal today but have expanded our reach to embrace the tensions and
conflicts that exist within as well as between societies.
UWC has 17 schools and colleges educating students aged between 2 and 19. The education at
UWC schools and colleges is underpinned by shared guiding principles. UWC schools, college and
programmes all have distinctive characters but share the same commitment to UWC’s mission and
values.
UWC depends on the dedication and expertise of an active volunteer based network called national
committees. National committees operate in more than 150 countries to recruit, select and prepare
more than 1000 students every year to join our colleges, schools and short programmes.
We welcome students from a deliberately diverse range of backgrounds and experiences. At UWC,
diversity extends to differences in socio economic background, culture, race and religion as well as
nationality. UWC students are united in their commitment to positive social action to build a more
equitable and fairer world.

1.2 UWC Mission and Values
UWC makes education a force to unite people, nations and cultures for peace and a
sustainable future
UWC schools, colleges and programmes deliver a challenging and transformational educational
experience to a diverse cross section of students, inspiring them to create a more peaceful and
sustainable future.
UWC believes that to achieve peace and a sustainable future, the values it promotes are crucial:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International and intercultural understanding
Celebration of difference
Personal responsibility and integrity
Mutual responsibility and respect
Compassion and service
Respect for the environment
A sense of idealism
Personal challenge
Action and personal example
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1.3 History of Our College
The birth of Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong, (LPCUWC) can be traced back to
1978 when Dr Lee Quo-Wei GBM JP (Sir Q W Lee) was Chairman of the Selection Committee
that was choosing Hong Kong students to study in UWCs overseas. He was deeply impressed by
the calibre of UWC graduates and their contributions to society. Even after he left the Committee
in 1982, his devotion to the UWC movement remained strong, and he dreamt of establishing a
UWC in China 1. The concept of opening a United World College in Hong Kong was initiated
around 1987 by Sir Q W Lee (by that time Executive Chairman of the Hang Seng Bank) and Mr Li
Shiu Tsang MBE JP, whose family had set up the Li Po Chun Charitable Trust, which remains a
major provider of educational grants in Hong Kong. The trust was named after Li Po Chun (died
in 1963), a prominent Hong Kong businessman and philanthropist. The idea to open a UWC in
Hong Kong received enthusiastic support from Sir David Wilson 2, then Governor of Hong Kong,
and Mr David Sutcliffe, then Principal of Atlantic College in Wales. A trust fund was established in
Lord Wilson’s name that still provides scholarships exclusively to enable students to come to the
College.
Members of the founding Board visited other United World Colleges as did the architects chosen to
build the College, and the founding Principal of Pearson College, Jack Matthews, visited Hong
Kong to help develop and advise on the basic ethos and organisation of the College programme.
After several sites were considered and following long negotiations, the present large site – an area
from which rocks had been quarried to build the wall of Plover Cover Reservoir 3, as seen by the
steep slope down to the Sports Centre – was gifted to the College by the Government of Hong
Kong on a fifty year lease, with the agreement of the Sino-British Land Commission. At the time
the site was selected, the location was quite remote, facing Tolo Channel in one direction and Ma
On Shan Country Park in the other, with no substantial urban development or transport
infrastructure nearby.
Once funding was secured, building commenced in 1991, the foundation stone being laid by Lord
Wilson on 12 February 1992. The College opened to its first students in September 1992, and was
formally opened by Prince Charles on 6 November 1992, less than 18 months after the UWC
International Board approved the project.
The first staff appointment was Dr David Wilkinson, the founding Principal, initially working out
of a hotel suite in Sha Tin, as staff were recruited and the College was equipped in the early part of
1992. Many pioneer staff still serve the College 4. Dr David Wilkinson left in 1994 to found a
school in Bangkok, and has since been appointed founding Principal of the Mahindra United World
College of India.
Mr Blair Forster became Principal in August 1994. He served with distinction as Principal for nine
years before passing away after a long illness in September 2003. During his time as Principal, the
College developed and matured, in accordance with the UWC philosophy. Academic results
improved steadily to the point where the College’s IB results were among the best of the UWCs.
The Quan Cai programme expanded to embrace a huge range of activities in the areas of creativity,
action, service and campus support. An ongoing legacy is the ‘Blair Forster Memorial Trust’,
dedicated to providing scholarships to aid young people from East Timor.
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At that time, Hong Kong was a British colony, but an agreement was reached that would see a change to Mainland
governance in 1997. Meanwhile, an agreement was reached to accept students from Mainland China into
LPCUWC, the first Mainland students to study the International Baccalaureate.
2
Later known as Lord Wilson of Tillyhorn.
3
Plover Cove Reservoir was built from 1960 to 1968, and was raised in 1973.
4
Pioneer teaching staff included Beta Chau, and on the administrative side, Flora Hui, Mandy Lo and Jack Wong.
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Dr Lee stepped down as Chairman of the Board in April 2000 to be replaced by Dr Li Yuet-ting
CBE, JP, the former Director of Education for Hong Kong. Dr Stephen Codrington became
Principal in May 2004. During Dr Codrington’s term as Principal, the educational programme at
the College diversified and grew, and the range of countries from which students were drawn
increased.
In December 2007, Dr Li Yuet-ting stepped down as Chairman of the Board, at which time Mr
Anthony Tong BBS accepted the role of Chairman.
In August 2011, Arnett Edwards was appointed Principal.
In January 2013, Mr S T Li, the College Supervisor, passed away and was replaced by Professor Lee
Ngok.
In August 2014, Mrs Ruth Lau became the College Supervisor.
College Year 2017-2018 represented the College 25th anniversary. The College organized on 25th
November 2017 a celebration event on campus in which nearly 1,000 people attended. The College
also arranged an Education Symposium at the Asia Society in which The Honourable Mrs Carrie
Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor officially opened for us.

1.4 LPCUWC Principles
The aim of LPCUWC is promote and follow the UWC mission in all the activities that it
undertakes.
In terms of the activities that students and staff undertake the following activities are seen as of
equal importance:
i) Academic activities
ii) Student Welfare activities (including Residential)
iii) Education Outside of the Classroom Activities
All of this is based on the UWC Educational Model which is detailed in Appendix 1.

1.5 Legal and Statutory Framework
The College is non-profit making and is recognised as a charity for tax purposes.
The principal framework for its operations is the Education Ordinance, and circulars issued by the
Education Department which apply to the College. LPCUWC is a member of the Direct Subsidy
Scheme - it receives a full grant for each Hong Kong student attending the College. As an
employer, it is subject to a number of other ordinances covering Employment, Safety, Health, Fire
and Building regulations.
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The Education Ordinance sets out the duties and responsibilities of the Management Committee,
Supervisor and Principal and the relationship between them in the running of the College and
accountability to the Education Department. A number of reports by the Education Commission
set out the government's forward strategy for education. Schools are offered incentives to pilot
new ideas e.g. school based management.
As an institution in receipt of funding from Government Trusts, our accounts are subject to
inspection by Government, and financial procedures are meticulously adhered to.
The College has its own Articles of Association which lay out procedures for the election of Board
members and the conduct of meetings.
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2. Achievements and Reflection on Major Concerns
There were a number of significant achievements this year for the college:
a) 25th Anniversary
1.

Celebration Event at the College on Saturday 25 November 2017 with around 800 alumni and
guests attending.
 An alumni homecoming event was also held in the Assembly Hall during the
celebration day to engage alumni from all years and encourage scholarship donations to
the College.
 25th Anniversary souvenir selling also contributed to the College’s scholarship fund.

2.

UWC Movement in Hong Kong dinner at Aberdeen Marina Club on Saturday 25 November
2017 with guests invited by LPCUWC Board Members and alumni for further engagement.

3.

Education Symposium “Breaking Boundaries, Building Bridges – The Role of Education’ coorganised with Asia Society on 10 February 2018 was officiated by The Honourable Mrs
Carrie LAM CHENG Yuet-ngor, GBM, GBS The Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region, with four educationalists sharing their experiences. More than 300
educationalists and supporters attended.

Led by Board Members, Principal, Board Fundraising Group and Development Office, the above
celebration activities successfully engaged community members, alumni and potential donors and paved
way for scholarship donations at the College after the celebration in 2017/18 and 2018/19.
The College’s mission and vision, as well as its Belt and Road initiatives, were announced and
communicated to senior government officials of the HKSAR who visited the College during the 25th
anniversary year:
•

•

•

Mr Bernard Charnwut Chan, GBS JP, the incumbent Non-Official Convenor of the Executive
Council was the Guest of Honour at the College’s 25th Anniversary Celebration event on
campus on 25 November 2018.
The Honourable Mrs Carrie LAM CHENG Yuet-ngor, GBM, GBS The Chief Executive of the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region officiated our Education Symposium ‘Breaking
Boundaries, Building Bridges – The Role of Education’ at the Asia Society on 10 February
2018.
The Honourable Matthew CHEUNG Kin-chung, GBM, GBS, JP, The Chief Secretary for
Administration visited the College on 14 March 2018 and met with the Board Chairman Mr
Anthony Tong and Principal Arnett Edwards. The College’s vision and mission as well as its
Belt and Road initiatives were shared during his visit.

b) Development of Belt and Road (BaR) Centre
Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong has received HK$50M donation from
Dr The Honorable Lee Shau Kee, GBM, through Lee Shau Kee Foundation (‘the
Foundation’) for the establishment of a Belt and Road Resources Centre. The centre is
due to open in the autumn of 2019.
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The donation came as a timely support for the College to realise its plan to establish a
Resources Centre to build up the interests and capacity of young Hong Kong people to
benefit from the opportunities in the Belt and Road (BaR) Initiative. It is envisioned that
the establishment of the Centre would enable thousands of students from secondary
schools across Hong Kong to benefit from intercultural and international experiences
starting with short courses in aiding understanding of the BaR countries.
c) Funding for the Repair and Maintenance of the college.
The college was fortunate to receive a donation of HK$25M for the refurbishment of facilities that are
not not covered by the EDB Major Repairs Grant. This includes all residential buildings and Sports
Hall.
d) Change to the structure of the College Day
The college has changed the structure of the college day which looked at increasing the number of
teaching hours for the IB Diploma (led to a longer year) and also changed the start time of the day
from 07.30am to 08.30am. The College worked extremely closely with Professor Christian Chan (LPC’
1999) [The University of Hong Kong] whose published paper paper showed:” After the
implementation of a one hour delay in School Start Time, both cross-cohort and longitudinal
data demonstrated that residential students slept approximately 40 min longer. The longer the
additional sleep, the better were their sleep quality, daytime functioning, and life satisfaction.”
e) Achievements
Details of Achievements based on the Development Plan (2017-2018) are detailed in the Development
Plan Report for 2017-2018 (Appendix 2)
Major Concerns
The major concern still continues to be ensuring that the college has sufficient income for
scholarships. Though there has been an increase in numbers of donors from both foundations and
alumni the college recognises that this continues to be an area of focus.
In the final section of this report (Feedback on Future Planning) an explanation on feedback and how
this links to the development of the college is explained.
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3. Our Learning and Teaching (including Support for Student
Development)
As has been outlined the principles behind our learning and teaching are based on the three principles
outlined below. The College puts emphasis on holistic experiential education and learning.

3.1 Academic activities
The academic programme at LPCUWC is shaped by the requirements of the IB Diploma Programme.
As such, students consider the subject material in the light of the international context which provides
the context for the qualification and study at LPC. Students study 6 subjects - 3 at a Higher Level and 3
at a Standard Level - chosen from each of the six subject areas (as shown in the Diploma diagram).

In addition, all candidates must complete the Theory of Knowledge course which allows them to
question how knowledge is derived and how reliable it is. The Extended Essay is a 400 word piece of
academic writing that allows students to explore a topic of their choice, exploring subject matter that is
of interest and has inspired them to delve deeper.
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3.2 Arrangements for Students with Special Needs
The Li Po Chun United World College is committed to the provision of a high quality education for all
students enrolled at the College. We believe that students with special educational needs should be
provided with the support they need to develop their potential and to fully participate and contribute to
this unique learning and living community.
Students at the College who require additional support are mainly classified into the following
categories:
•
•
•
•

Students with a verified disability.
Students with English as an Additional Language.
Students with learning support needs.
Students with emotional/social/mental health/family challenges

Different support mechanisms are put in place as needed working with the students in a holistic
manner.
The College is currently updating its Special Needs Policy to be endorsed by the LPCUWC Board
during this academic year.

3.3 Student Welfare activities (including Residential)
Li Po Chun United World of Hong Kong is a 100% residential community. Living together on the
same campus enables students to learn how to share, to trust, to get on with others, to learn from one
another, and to form friendships for life.
The fundamental principles of residential life are trust and consideration. Therefore, the rules guiding
our community are kept to the minimal and in line with the UWC Code of conduct.
The 256 students of LPCUWC live in the 4 residences of campus. They share rooms with three other
students. Residences and rooms are socio-engineered in order to offer the students the best
opportunities to share in a meaningful way. As far as possible, rooms are composed of two second year
and two first year students, two from Hong Kong and two from different overseas regions.
One of the goals of LPC UWC is to create a community which respects the expression of every culture,
while ensuring that no student's beliefs, faith or culture are denigrated. This means that students learn
to live with and appreciate peers who have different needs and values.
All full time teaching staff live on campus and are tutors. The tutors and the tutor groups are important
lines of support providing guidance, a ‘home away from home’ atmosphere, a shoulder to cry in time of
need and a group with whom to share good news.
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3.4 Education Outside of the Classroom Activities
The EOTC programme focuses on experiential learning – learning by doing in a context outside the
traditional classroom in order to develop the whole person. EOTC is central to the values of a UWC.
The programme is comprised of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quan Cai (IB CAS) activities
China Week & Project Week
Other College trips
Cultural Evenings
Orientation Week
Sports & sports teams
Outdoor pursuits
First Aid training
Student leadership

The aims of EOTC are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate experiential learning
Learning through doing
Serving others
Student leadership
Challenge and risk taking
Holistic development of the individual

Quan Cai (IB CAS)
Consists of 4 components:
•
•
•
•

(Community) Service – service projects to the Hong Kong and wider community
(Campus) Service – activities to support the running of the campus
Creativity – activities that are artistic or require creative thinking
Activity – activities focused on physical well being, sports & outdoor pursuits

Students must choose one activity from each component as part of their programme. The programme
is at the heart of EOTC and takes place on Monday evening, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoon
and evening and at weekends: Students must choose one activity from each component as part of their
programme in Year 1 and two activities (one must be Community Service) in Year 2.
•
•
•
•
•
•

70 experiences offered in total.
19 sports experiences with 6 teams representing the College in Hong Kong events and a
complete outdoor pursuits programme.
6 activities are environmentally focused
18 experiences offer outreach/community support
20 experiences take place predominantly in the community (off campus)
40 experiences are affiliated or connected to groups or organizations in the wider community

Students provide evidence/reflections on their learning. Students are supported by their tutors plus a
Staff Supervisor per activity.
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Student Leaders participate in a number of leadership workshops throughout Year 2.
China Week & Project Week
China Week takes place in Term 1 and Project Week in Term 2.
All Year 1 students participate in China Week and all students in Project Week.
China Week focuses on travel to China & Hong Kong whilst Project Week focuses on the East Asia
region.
The aims of China week & Project week focus on facilitating Service and Challenge experiences.
Students develop independence and leadership by proposing, leading and participating in trips.
Cultural Evenings
Four cultural evenings take place each year.
These highly anticipated presentations include pre-performance events and a dinner before the show.
The aim is to promote international understanding & appreciation.
The year begins with Welcome performances and ends with music/performance events. Throughout
the year there are four cultural evenings, each one focusing on a different region (Africa, Asia Pacific,
Europe, Middle East & South Asia, North America and South America on a two year rotation and
China annually.
A staff member supervises each evening; however the events are almost always student led.
Orientation Week
Orientation Week introduces new Year 1 students to all aspects of College and Hong Kong life. It is
led by staff and Year 2 students and takes place in the first week of term.
Outdoor Pursuits
A newly developing programme (featuring working relationships with Outward Bound HK and the
Royal Yacht Club) including activities such as camping, climbing, hiking, kayaking, rowing and sailing
opportunities.
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4. Student Performance
4.1 College Results Report 2018
Overall Performance
Total no. of eligible students

118

Out of 118

No. students awarded Diploma

112

94.9%

61 (out of 61)

51.7%

6

5.6%

No. students awarded Bilingual Diploma
No. students awarded Certificate
Average Score of Diplomas Awarded

36.5

Average Score per Candidate

35.5

Table 1: General summary of statistics
Figure 1 and 2 show that the results are in-line with previous years in terms of the general distribution
and maintain the impressive performance of the College, considering the additional value that we know
we provide.
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Figure 2: Distribution of results 2018
Figure 3 presents a comparison of recent years’ average DP points versus the worldwide score. As
already mentioned above, this year’s results are similar with 2016’s.
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Figure 3: Average DP points 2009 – 2018

Bilingual Diploma

The number of candidates attaining a Bilingual Diploma further increased from last year’s 50.8% to
51.7% this year, in which all 61 students succeeded in getting this diploma. This suggests that the
College has continued to maintain a strong commitment to mother-tongue languages and a firm stance
in student subject choices. Furthermore, this percentage is way above the global figure of 22.6% in
2016 and 2017.
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Core Subjects

Extended Essay (EE) and Theory of Knowledge (TOK) contribute a possible maximum of 3 points to
the overall total. The LPC results are, as shown below in Figure 4, better than the worldwide results
particularly at the high end. However, this is not quite the case for TOK (as shown in Figure 5), in
which LPC results are rather similar to the worldwide distribution.
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Figure 4: Comparison EE grades LPC vs Worldwide

TOK Grades
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Figure 5: Comparison TOK grades LPC vs Worldwide
In general, both sets of results showed a nearly 100 % of our students passing the final assessments
comprising of the essay (plus an oral presentation for TOK) with a large number of the students
achieving between grades A, B and C and smaller number achieving a grade of D. One student
achieved the failing grade of E on the Extended Essay.
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More importantly, these results should be considered in the context of the academic and language
experience of our students. The EE is a 4000-word piece of academic writing related to a subject of
their interest whereas TOK requires students to consider complex issues about knowledge and its
relation to their subjects, ultimately assessed through a presentation and essay. Both elements demand
higher-level thinking and skills which are a real challenge for candidates from different educational and
language backgrounds, especially for TOK. These results are testament to the work and experience of
the staff.
Conclusion
This is a very good set of results that are mostly in line with predictions.

4.2 Other Student Awards
Award for the Arts: Emma Wong
Sports and Outdoor Pursuits: Abidin Salec
Improvement through Effort: Taibatou Amadou
Promotion of Intercultural Understanding: Ayala Fine
Community Service: Melody Chan
Harvard Book Prize:
• 2nd runner up - Guillermo Rodriguez Medina
• 1st runner up – Audrey Chung
• Winner – Elena Handtrack
Princeton Book Award: Lukas Ansorge
Wellesley Book Award: Vie Bierens
Kiwanis Community Service Award: Ayala Fine
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5. Financial
5.1

Financial Summary for 2016/17 School Year

As the financial statement for 2017/18 has not been approved by the LPCUWC Board, the financial summary
for 2016/17 is detailed below.

INCOME (in terms of percentages of the annual overall income)
DSS Subsidy (including government grants not subsumed in the
DSS unit rate payable to schools) (Note 1)
School Fees
Scholarship Received
Donations
Other Income
Total
EXPENDITURE (in terms of percentages of the annual overall expenditure)
Staff Remuneration
Operational Expenses (including those for Learning and
Teaching)
Fee Remission / Scholarship1

Government
Funds

Non-Government
Funds

24%

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

63%
2%

N.A.
N.A.
24%

4%
7%
76%

38%
18%

Repairs and Maintenance

35%
6%

Depreciation

3%
Total

100%

Surplus/Deficit for the School Year #

-0.32 month of the annual expenditure

Accumulated Surplus/Deficit in the Operating Reserve as
at the End of the School Year #

2.77 months of the annual expenditure

# in

terms of equivalent months of annual overall expenditure

Note 1: DSS subsidy from the government is used for supporting the expenditure of the teaching activities for our
DSS students.
Details of expenditure for large-scale capital works, if any:
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
The % of expenditure on fee remission/scholarship is calculated on the basis of the annual overall expenditure of the school. This % is different
from that of the fee remission/scholarship provision calculated on the basis of the school fee income as required by the Education Bureau, which
must be no less than 10%.
1

It is confirmed that our school has set aside sufficient provision for the fee remission / scholarship scheme according to Education Bureau’s
requirements (Put a “” where appropriate).
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5.2

Government Grants 2017-18
1.

Strengthening School Administration Grant (250,000 HKD) [31 August 2018]

Appendix 3 details the the Work Plan and report on the expenditure. This as detailed in
the EDB Circular Memorandum No.21/2016 is also placed within the School Report. For
2017-2018.
2.

Sister School Scheme (120,000 HKD) [31 August 2018]

Appendix 4 details the Report on the Sister School Scheme. As detailed in Education

Bureau Circular no. 9/2018 the report is also placed within the School Report for 20172018.
The college was only able to utilise the funds for the DSS Hong Kong students so as result
48, 000 HKD (Cynthia check the figure is correct) was able to be spent. The remainder
has to be returned to EDB.
3.

China History and Culture (150,000 HKD) [31 August 2020]
The details of this grant is outlined in Education Bureau Circular 119/2017. To date 116,
268 HKD has been spent on this grant. This grant has been used for China Week activities
which has included for such items as flight tickets, train tickets and accommodation. The
remainder will be spent during the college year 2018-2019.

4.

One-off e-learning (145,050 HKD) [31 August 2019]
The details of this grant are outlined in Education Bureau Circular No. 185/2016. The
final details of the spending of this is still be discussed. It is likely that this will be used for
the enhancement of our current e-learning platform and acquiring mobile/laptops for
students. The expenditure will be reflected in the final accounts for 2018/2019.

5.

STEM Grant (200,000 HKD) [31 August 2019]
The details of this grant are outline in Education Bureau Circular No. 68/2017. This
STEM grant will be used principally for the use of purchase of resources particularly for
the use of Internal Assessment and some STEM activities within the college. The
expenditure will be reflected in the final accounts for 2018/2019.
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6. Feedback on Future Planning
The College encourages a climate of critical self review and development of practice in all areas of
College life. Formal College-wide Development Plans are prepared on an annual basis. The
Development Plan includes specific objectives for all areas of the College programme.
In 2017-2018 (the College’s 25th anniversary year), the College embarked upon a consultation process
regarding our next strategic plan. The initial skeleton of the plan is based on the theme: “Breaking
Boundaries; Building Bridges” which was the theme of our 25th anniversary celebrations. This
skeleton is enclosed in Appendix 5.
The College will feed into this strategic plan data gathered including the EDB review of 2011, the
recent IB 5 Year Review of 2017, the UWC International Office Strategic Plan and College Student
Surveys that have been undertaken. During 2018 - 2019 objectives will be developed by different
working parties and these will be examined by a wide range of college stakeholders including staff,
students, board, and alumni.
The Development Plan for 2018-2019 is enclosed in Appendix 6.
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Appendix 1

UWC Educational Model

Summary of UWC Educational
Model
1. UWC Community: Deliberately diverse, engaged and motivated community in pursuit of the UWC
mission
Guiding Principles: “This education should take place within a diverse community. The selection of students
should ensure representation from regions and social groups that reflect the wide range of tensions among and
between people.”
Explanation: The core of the UWC experience lies within a diverse community of learners who share a
common commitment to the mission and values of the UWC movement. Diversity is supported by National
Committees in over 140 countries which interview and select students who have made the most of the
opportunities they have had and who exhibit qualities that fit with the UWC mission and values. Students are
then chosen to join school communities to ensure cultural, racial, gender, socioeconomic, and language
19

diversity in pursuit of a common mission. In this way, each campus reflects a global diversity that enhances
connection, sharing, debate, and community living; and, thus encourages opportunities for growth, empathy,
and understanding. Faculty and staff actively engage in community life as teachers, tutors, mentors and
learners.
2. UWC Values
Guiding Principles: “All schools and colleges share the same basic values as outlined in the UWC mission
statement – international and intercultural understanding; celebration of difference; personal responsibility and
integrity; mutual responsibility and respect; compassion and service; respect for the environment; a sense of
idealism; personal challenge; action and personal example.”
“This education requires active promotion of intercultural understanding and the development of genuine
concern for others founded on shared life experiences, and cooperative and collaborative living. This
includes reflective dialogue on global issues and critical and courageous engagement in the pursuit of
peace.”
“Community interaction is placed at the heart of college life. This requires the full and active participation of
all members of the school or college.”
“Opportunities for students to practice personal initiative, self discipline and responsibility, to manage risk and
embrace challenge must be provided. Where appropriate, these opportunities are supported by a reassuring
adult presence.”
Explanation: This part of the model, together with the outcomes, speak to the values infused in a UWC
education throughout the movement.
3. Teaching: Experiential Learning
Guiding Principles: “Requires active promotion of intercultural understanding and the development of
genuine concern for others founded on shared life experiences, and cooperative and collaborative living. This
includes reflective dialogue on global issues and critical and courageous engagement in the pursuit of peace.”
“Community interaction is placed at the heart of college life. This requires the full and active participation of
all members of the school or college.”
“Students are able to engage in continuing, positive action towards issues of sustainability, on both
an institutional and individual level.”
“Opportunities for students to practice personal initiative, self discipline and responsibility, to manage risk
and embrace challenge must be provided. Where appropriate, these opportunities are supported by a
reassuring adult presence.”
Explanation: Experiential learning is fundamental to UWC. Experiential learning is the process of making
meaning from direct experience. Young people are thrust into a dynamic and diverse community. This
situation provides a plethora of challenging experiences to inspire a range of emotions and learning
opportunities. These experiences can be challenging, joyful, frustrating, and life-changing. UWC provides a
safe and supportive environment from which to learn through direct experience. By living and working
together, students develop empathy and make sense of their experiences through such means as reflection,
dialogue, trial-and-error, and perspective taking.
Along with living in a diverse community, students have opportunities to initiate and collaborate on areas of
passion, interact with the larger community, and take advantage of service, creative, and physical opportunities.
All of these programmes provide rich experiences for making meaning and learning.
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Experiential Education is a more formal pedagogy that employs a philosophical stance and a variety of
methodologies. Teachers and staff intentionally provide opportunities for students to engage in
activities, exercises, and events to mindfully make meaning and apply emerging skills and understanding.
4. Experience: Active – Academic – Social – Personal – Outdoor – Service
Guiding Principles: “Recognition is given to the fact that each individual possesses unique talents and abilities.
Programmes should exist in each college which enable all selected students to fulfill their potential.”
“Physical fitness and a healthy lifestyle are integral to the balanced development of the whole person.
Unhealthy lifestyles limit human potential and hinder progress in all dimensions of development.”
Explanation: Within the context of the experiential process are the actual experiences shared within the UWC
community. These are both formal and informal activities, programs, and situations that challenge students on
a variety of levels. Formal experiences balance high expectations within the context of a rigorous academic
programme, along with a rich and varied co-curricular program in which students engage in creative, physical,
and service learning both offered by others and initiated by students.
Students are also informally challenged through interactions in an intercultural and diverse environment in their
residence life and social activities. These challenges encourage sharing, dialogue, conflict transformation, and
reflection to encourage seeing the world from a variety of perspectives.
5. Mission and Outcomes: Peace and a Sustainable
Future Courageous Action • Personal Example •
Selfless Leadership
Guiding Principles: “Underpinning these principles is the pursuit of peace and justice as the founding
aim of UWC.”
“UWC schools and colleges offer life-defining experiences for young people, enabling them to discover the
possibility of change through courageous action, personal example and selfless leadership. This education
enshrines a commitment to the balanced development of the whole person; that is, its task is to encourage an
integrated development of human potential across a range of different dimensions, including the intellectual,
moral, aesthetic, emotional, social, spiritual, and physical.”
“Students are able to engage in continuing, positive action towards issues of sustainability, on both
an institutional and individual level.”
Explanation: By bringing together a diverse and motivated student body, immersing them in a global
community experience based on the UWC values, and challenging them formally and informally, students grow
in their abilities to be active global citizens.
The holistic UWC experience leads to learning skills, competencies, and outcomes toward the UWC mission
to make "education a force to unite people, nations and cultures for peace and a sustainable future."
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Appendix 2

Development Plan Report for 2017-18

Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong
Report on Development Plan 2017-18
(A) Leadership and Management (Principal - Arnett)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

A1)

To arrange a number of
significant events for 25th
anniversary of LPCUWC

AE

11/17

Develop
ment
Budget

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against Targets

● Celebration Event at LPCUWC 25 November 2017

Nearly 1000 people including staff and
students attended event on campus.
Good support from alumni based in
Hong Kong

03/18

● Education Event - 8 February 2018

Education event took place at the Asia
Society and opened by Rt Hon. Carrie
Lam, Cheng Yuet-ngor, Chief
Executive of Hong Kong.
Approximately 150 people attended the
event.

05/18

● Fundraising Dinner May/June 2018
(See details on Development Section
F)

An awareness/fundraising dinner was
hosted on evening 25 November.
Approximately 100 people attended.
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A2)

Implementation of new
Leadership structure within the
college

Extended
Focus
Team

● Implementation of new
leadership structure with 3
HOD/4 HOH and other
leadership positions

New position of UWC Mission and
Values Programmes Coordinator
Three Heads of Departments
responsible for clusters of subjects.

● Assess through appraisal the
leadership training needs

Appraisal review to take place
following recommendations from GRC
2018-2019

● Plan a leadership training
programme to commence in
August 2018
A3)

Implementation of new Day
and weekly structure and
finalisation of Year

Focus
Team

08/17
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Consider for 2018-2019

● Implementation of new day and
weekly structure

New structure of day commences with
change of start time from 07.30am to
08.30am

● Consultation on structure of year
to include:
➢ End of Year and beginning of
year arrangements
➢ Number of college days to be
assigned each year
➢ Plan on the coverage of IB
Diploma hours following review
➢ Number of Professional
Development Days
● Implementation of end of year
and beginning of new year

New Year changes include (20182019):
i) Y1 students arriving one week
earlier
ii) Introduction of a mid-term break in
Term 1
iii) Professional Development Days
spread throughout the year (previously
at beginning of year)

A4)

A5)

Development of new LPCUWC
Strategic Plan

Continue to develop a suite of
questionnaires for different
stakeholders

AE

AE/PH

01/18

10/17
3/18

4/18
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● Extensive consultation on new
strategic plan from 2018 and
beyond. Consultation to include;
Board; staff; students; alumni and
parents
● Strategic Plan to be aligned to the
UWC Strategic Plan.
● Strategic Plan to build on
previous Strategic Plan; data
collected from surveys
conducted; and IB 5 Year
Review.

Consultation that has taken place to
date includes:
i) Consultation on framework with
Board
ii) Feedback from staff
iii) Feedback from College community

● Planning group established to
develop teacher questionnaire
● Administration of Questionnaire
● Review of Data from
Questionnaire
● Other questionnaires to be
developed 2018 onwards
including other staff and parents
in subsequent years.

Completed 2nd year of student survey.

Further consultation in 2018-2019

Results and comparisons completed by
an LPC intern.
No other surveys developed currently.

(B) Academic Development (Director of Studies – Beta)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

B1)

IB 5 Year review - matters to
be addressed

BC / HoDs

12/17

Budgeted
Cost

06/18

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

● Recommended hours for SL and
HL subjects and TOK
● Further development of language
policy
● Further development of SEN
policy
● Further development of assessment
policy
● Collaborative meeting time

Documents uploaded to IB on Nov
30, 2017, accessible under:
Q:\College Reference\IB 5 Year
Review\2016-17\IB Review Reports;
All policies under review by the
HODs, to be continued next year;
Different committee or group
meeting times scheduled (in advance)
on college calendars.

B2)

Follow up from the QEF bid
re English & IT Support

BC / Jenny
/ Willie

09/17

QEF

● Completion of budget
● Submission of proposal

Proposal continuously modified to
cater for students’ changing needs
and submission postponed to next
year due to the 25th anniversary and
expiration of the SAM Grant.

B3)

Library

BC /
Librarian

06/18

B&R

● Revamp of Library
● Conversion into an
Information/Resource Centre

Incorporated with the B & R
Resource Centre under the Academic
Block Task Force

B4)

IT Development

BC /
Committee

06/18

SAM
Grant

● Selection of Student Information
System including admission and
attendance functionalities;
● Enhancement and reorganization
of existing eLearning platforms.

After consulting all staff and with the
support of ITDC, the 1st stage of
setting up a new SIS (with the SAM
Grant) will take place over this
summer, to be run in parallel with
Denbigh next year. The 2nd stage
will then focus on staff and student
training plus a proposal on
eLearning.
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(C) Student Welfare Development (Director of Student Welfare – Michele)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

C1)

Monitoring of the new
Day/Week - process

MM

All year

● Students have less absences from
classes (sick/emotional or
unexcused)

See publication of survey results.
More sleep for students/ report better
well being. Absences analysis in
progress

C2)

New Focus for Healthy
lifestyle-

MM,
HoH,

All year

● Students experience at LPC is
enhance with better sleep, diet and
exercise.

Average 40 hours more sleep (see
publication)
Morning snacks improved
More students have breakfast
Healthier food (whole grain, less
greasy dishes-vegetables

C3)

Promoting a positive campus

MM

All year

● Peer Supporters organize activities
promoting positivity

PS supporters organized weekend
activities- movie night/karaoke… as
an alternative of going out and
drinking

C4)

New full-time Universities
Guidance Counsellor in place
to develop more one-onesupport for students

MM/AE

● Students have greater access to
Counsellor (adjustment of hours to
include 2 evenings).
● Support teachers in producing
College student testimonials.

Students appreciated having a more
accessible UGC (evenings)

● Support the UWCGO mentorship
scheme for students.

UWCGO continued their mentor
scheme (college visit)

Use
made of
Careers
and Life
Planning
Grant
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

UGC is writing the testimonials (part
of the job description)

(D) Education Outside of the Classroom Development (Director of Education Outside of the Classroom – Steve)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsi
-bility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

D1)

Support the integration of the
newly appointed UWC
Mission and Values
Programme coordinator to the
EOTC team.

SR

One year

● Regular meetings including the
EOTC Committee to monitor and
support the development of the
UWC Mission post.

The post holder has integrated
extremely effectively and is a
member of the EOTC Committee.

D2)

To make an audit of ‘peace’
and ‘sustainability’ initiatives
on campus.

WT

Septembe
r 17

● WT will carry out the audit as a
first step in identifying how the
College delivers the UWC mission
and how peace and sustainability
can be developed further.

Document created at the College
Meeting on Strategic Plan. Peace
reps invited to Peace Initiatives
Meeting to develop UWC Peace
mission & sharing of resources.
Focus next year: Peace COP Day
Sustainability:
Revived the Sustainability
Committee with a new Chair
(Naomi). Professional audit on
College footprint in development.
Central database of resources set
up. Work towards UWC Carbon
Neutrality by 2020.

D3)

To further develop the
orientation week programme:
building upon feedback from
this year, and according to the
new year calendar.

WT

Term 1

● Orientation Week 17 will be
evaluated via College feedback.
This will be combined with
decisions on the shape of the
calendar for 18-19 to review and
develop Orientation Week. This
may include consultation with the
EOTC Committee.

Feedback from 2017 reviewed and
incorporated into new OW
schedule for 2018. New ‘planning
days’ added. The adoption of
AirTable for better overview of
planning and events relating to
OW.
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D4)

Formalisation of carbon pay
back into College trips
proposal and implementation

PH

April 18

● Though there is the provision for
carbon pay back to help
environment awareness / protection
as part of trip proposals, this is not
widely used. PH (with the Trips
Committee) will explore how the
process can be developed
effectively.

Though there is the provision for
carbon pay back to help
environment awareness / protection
as part of trip proposals, this is not
used. The Trips Committee is
developing a proposal to put to the
College for a slight increase in
funding and the implementation of
mandatory carbon offset for all trips
for 2019-20 and beyond.

D5)

Revision of ‘roles &
responsibilities’ and ‘risk
assessment’ pro forma

PH

April 18

● Documentation for roles and
responsibilities of staff on trips and
risk assessment documentation will
be reviewed and revised by PH in
consultation with the Trips
Committee.

Documentation for roles and
responsibilities of staff on trips and
risk assessment documentation was
revised by PH in consultation with
the Trips Committee.

6)

Monitor and review of the
EOTC programme
(particularly the Quan Cai
programme) in the light of the
new day/week/year schedule.

SR

April 18

● Monitoring and evaluation of the
programme (particularly QC) with
consideration of timetabling,
student allocation & feedback from
College stakeholders with a view to
considering the impact of the new
College schedule on EOTC.

Monitoring is ongoing and
addressed by the EOTC Committee.
Modifications for year 18-19 have
been adopted (including 3 QC
allocations for each Yr. 1 student
and limited QC experiences on
Monday evenings).

D7)

Development of planning and
reflection in the EOTC
programme.

SR

April 18

● A staff PD day took place in
August 17. Focus will be placed on
planning and reflection in Student
Leadership workshops and the
Year 1 ManageBac training session
with particular reference to the
CAS Stages and creative reflection.

A successful PD took place focused
on the CAS Stages & creative
reflection. This was followed up in
Student Leadership workshops.
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(E) Administration (Director of Administration - Flora)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgete
d Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

E1) Major
Repair Grant
Follow up

To improve facility
conditions on campus by
government funding.

FH

08/1705/19

$3.7M

● Follow up with the consultants,
contractors and govt depts on
progress of the project development.

With the approval from EDB,
consultants of the Major Repair
project were successfully appointed.
It is anticipated that contractors can
be appointed in the coming months
with actual site works to be
commenced in December 2018.

E2)
Development
Appraisal for
Support Staff

To ensure every English
speaking Support Staff
follow the agreed
appraisal structure.

Line
Managers of
Support
Staff

09/1708/18

$20,000

● Communication and regular review
on progress between the line
managers and the support staff
members.

Ongoing

E3) Building/
Facility
Conversion
Progress

To provide additional
space for College
community e.g. space for
new Student
Councellors; guest or
intern facilities.

FH

08/1708/18

$400,000$800,000

● Follow up with different staff
members re: organisation of
storage/removal of items to facilitate
the conversion programmes, as well
as regular contacts with
consultants/contractors on the issue.

Space for Student Councellors
created;
Guest Flat 1/201 modified to
provide possible accommodation to
interns.
Conversion of Minor Staff Quarters
(for interns) postponed to Year
2019/2010 due to the consideration
of other renovation works in the
Academic Block arising from the
Belt & Road Initiative.

E4) 25th
Anniversary

To provide support to the
running and organisation
of the 25th Anniversary.

FH

08/1708/18

● Effective communication with the
Development Office to ensure the
success of the 25th Anniversary.

--
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Achieved the task successfully.

(F) Admission (Admissions Director - Kate)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost
HK$105,000
(open day
budget)

F1)

To further implement the
recruitment and outreach
plan with working closing
with UWCHK Committee.

KK

All Year

F2)

To develop practice for a
smooth transition to the
college for new students.

KK

May –
August
2018

NIL
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

● continue the momentum developed
from before with different parties
● incorporate with celebration events
of 25th anniversary on outreach and
strengthening network
● explore opportunities to build
partnership with different NGOs

The relationships with feeder
schools are strengthened that
students are encouraged to write to
their previous school.
The application numbers has
increased for 2018 intake with
student from diverse backgrounds.

● effectively share student info with
concerned parties
● develop a comprehensive platform
or way to communicate with
students and parents on preparation
of joining the college
● evaluate the current practice and
timeline

A comprehensive package on
subject selection has been
developed and new students are
given clear guidelines on choosing
appropriate level of subjects before
term starts. Students’ background
information are consolidated and
shared with concerned parties
before they arrive on campus.

(G) Group 3 and 6 - Humanities and the Arts
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against Targets

G1)

Implement the new
management structure in the
department and explore how
the structure would improve
integration of different
subject groups

All staff

June 18

● Have an agenda item on the
department meetings to discuss
this and to share good teaching
practices that can be used across
subjects

Agenda item was put on this in the first
few meetings for staff to share good
teaching practices, eg. How to call
students to answer questions, buddy
system, use of google quiz to
consolidate knowledge
However, there was little time available
on the present timetable or calendar for
any integration of subjects

G2)

Identify the MSG earlier and
provide support to them

All staff

June 18

● Monitor the progress of this
group of students by department
head

A regular item has been put on the
agenda in each department meeting to
discuss the MSG students. A few
students were identified who need
special support and their progress was
monitored via discussion with the
subject teacher or email

G3)

Better placement of students
at appropriate subjects

All staff

Oct 17

● Less change of subjects after the
deadline of add/drop of year 1
students

Though there were students moving
around between subjects, this happened
mostly in the first two weeks. There
was a gradual decline in the number of
students changing subjects later in the
term.

G4)

Implement the new timetable
and to plan lessons
accordingly

All staff

June 18

● Monitor the progress to see if
there are enough time to cover the
course

Most teachers seemed to have more
time to cover the syllabus due to a
longer calendar year for Y1. It should
be possible to cover the syllabus though
careful considered of whether need for
more time.
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(H) Groups 1 and 2 - Languages
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

H1)

Managing the new
day/week/year schedule and
its impact on contact time and
course coverage

All

June 18

H2)

Familiarisation with the
changes in Group 2
(Language B and Language
Ab Initio) in preparation for
2018.

Group 2
teachers

June 18

H3)

Review of the Language
Policy and its connection with
the LPC Language Charter

All
(including
other
departments)

Budgeted
Cost

Workshop
s

June 18
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

● Discussions and updates in
departmental meetings, as
appropriate

Differing opinions on the impact of
the schedule
Out of class contact time has been
reduced and may impact on
coursework

● All Group 2 teachers should
receive or undergo upskilling
through workshops. Budget has
been requested

All Group 2 teachers have upskilled,
either by participating in or by
leading the relevant workshops.

● Completion of a comprehensive
Language Policy in line with IB
Review recommendation

Work not yet started. College-wide
plan needed here.

(I) Science and Mathematics Department
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

I1)

Implementing the new
timetable and year structure
with a clear focus on planning
to ensure complete delivery of
syllabus content.

Group 4
and 5
teachers

June 18

● Regular discussion in meetings to
evaluate progress and highlight
challenges.

Programs have been delivered.
Second year subject syllabi
completed, with most year 1 subjects
further through the program than in
previous years.

I2)

Implementation of a number
of strategies to ensure better
student placement in subjects
and better support structures
for students finding difficulty
meeting the aims and
objectives of their courses.

Group 4
and 5
teachers.

June 18

● Review of student progress will be
on-going and a way to evaluate
success of placement process.
Students of concern will be a
regular agenda item in
departmental meetings.

On-going reviews of students of
concern has taken place with
information centralised and shared
through a Google Doc. There have
been generally fewer late subject
changes changes suggesting that
student placement has been better this
year.

I3)

Development of the Group 4
and 5 teaching team formed as
a result of the new
management structure. This
will include looking for
synergies in the teaching
programs and a common set
of resources on Haiku.

Group 4
and 5
teachers.

June 18

● Regular discussion in meetings to
evaluate progress and highlight
challenges. Clearly established
policies for IA and assessment
across both groups.

A common Haiku page has been set
up. Both groups now have a clear,
common assessment policies.
Synergies in teaching programs has
not been addressed.

I4)

The development of a new
model for the practical
component of the IA in group.
PD for staff on ICT skills that
might be employed to reduce
emphasis on lab use.

Group 4
teachers

June 18

● Discussion and consultation within
department, followed by
implementation in next academic
year.

The IA model in group 4 has been
reviewed and adapted to use three
off-timetable days early in second
year. Some ICT development has
taken place in chemistry but less so in
other subjects.

Cost of
workshop
on ICT
applications
to group 4.
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(J) TOK Team
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against Targets

J1)

PD training for new team
members

KBS

June
18

● In house workshops for TOK team
members

Conducted in house training and continued
support for new staff member-shadowing Tok
team leader through the first year.

J2)

Implementing the new time
table with the aim of
providing further support to
students for their learning
and assessments in TOK

TOK
Team

June
18

● Schedule times for meetings to
evaluate the progress and highlight
the challenges of the internal
assessment component-TOK
presentations.

Two very productive meetings conducted
with the aims of result analysis and
moderator feedback.
Second meeting on application of assessment
criteria for presentations/essays. Meeting
scheduled in calendar for TOK team - two
meeting per term 2018-2019.

J3)

Developing strategies for
concurrency of learning for
first and second years in
TOK as recommended in
the IB five Year Evaluation
report.

June
18

● Helping teachers to integrate TOK in
their subject areas by TOK team
leader offering to teach a lesson in
their class on a specific TOK topic
related to their subject.

The current timetable still does not help us to
achieve this. However the TOK department
is looking into it for the upcoming TOK
presentation assessment to give an
opportunity for incoming first years to
participate in the viewing of TOK
presentations.

J4)

Developing strategies to
integrate TOK with the
UWC mission values of
“Peace and Sustainability”

June
18

● Cross disciplinary lecture /
conference sessions.
● GIF sessions framed using a
structured knowledge question from
TOK to enable students to see the
links between TOK and Peace conflict discussions.
● Develop strategies to Invite local and
perhaps overseas schools to
conferences/discussions using the
TOK approach to peace.

The significant achievement in this goal has
been the joint TOK-GIF sessions across four
areas of knowledge where topics of global
concern have been looked at from the TOKKnowledge question perspective in the areas
of Ethics, History, Human Sciences and
Religious knowledge systems.

KBSBC
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(K) Accounting Office
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Review & Progress Against
Targets

K1)

Complete the report of the
Staff in the
fixed asset account
Accounts
performed during the summer office
of 2017

Oct
2017

N/A

● Report to be reviewed by the
Principal or the Audit committee
if needed.

The result was present to the Principal
and the GRC in Sept/Oct 2017

K2)

Review the basis for the
Boarding/ tuition split of the
expenses

Senior
Accountant
/Accountant

Jan
2018

N/A

● Results to be included in the
Audited financial statements
2016/17 to be submitted to be
EDB in March 2018

The updated resulted was included in
the audited report submitted to EDB on
March 2018

K3)

Manage cash flow of the
College

Senior
Accountant

year
round

N/A

● To better the cash flow planning
by liaising with the different
departments in view of the
increase in the repair and
maintenance expenses

Succeeded in meeting the cash flow
and payment requirement for the
different vendors
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Appendix 3
Report on the Use of Strengthening School Administration Management (SAM) Grant
With reference to the set objective and workplan of the SAM Grant, which was formulated in
consultation with teachers, and was approved by the School Management Committee in October 2016,
the following tasks have been achieved:
Administrative Procedure:

$88,798

To enhance the administrative effectiveness through the use of
electronic sign-in-out system for non-teaching staff, 4 pairs of
swipe in out devices were installed in different parts of the
College.
Attendance records can now be digitalized and a framework
with a clear index system is made available to facilitate the
managing, storing and retrieving non-teaching staff in-out data.
Information Management & Communication

$180,445.06

To provide an effective channel to manage student data and to
reduce workload in document routing.
iSAMS was purchased to replace the current database system
Denbigh (for student management) and to serve as the hub of
data management based on its integration capacity with other
platforms, such as ManageBac and OpenApply.

Arnett Edwards
Principal
6 September 2018
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Appendix 6

Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong
Development Plan 2018-19
(A) Leadership and Management (Principal - Arnett)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

A1)

Development of Belt and Road
(B&R) Resources Centre

AE

A2)

Development of Educational
Programmes

AE

Time
Frame
September
2018

Budgeted
Cost
$50M
HKD

Monitoring and Evaluation
Consultation over the development of the
academic centre with major stakeholders.

October December
2018

Tendering process for B&R centre takes
place

January 2019

Development of final specification

June 2019

Construction of Centre

August 2018

Person appointed to oversee the
advancement of the programmes at B&R
Centre
Development of Principal’s Think Tank
and IT Think Tank

November
2018

Programmes developed with consultation
of EDB and CUHK

February to
March 2019

Day Camps arranged to pilot programme

July 2019

1st week long B&R programme arranged
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Review & Progress
Against Targets

A3)

Solar Roof Panel Project

AE/FH

September
2018

Consultation on provider for solar panels
Work with Sustainability committee on
the education benefits of solar panels

November
2018

Work with CLP on LPCUWC being a
flagship school regarding sustainability

A4)

A5)

Strategic Plan Beyond 2020?

Appraisal for teachers

AE

AE

February
2019

Develop sustainability material as part of
the B&R programme

October
2018

Establishment of objectives by key
decision makers based on the Strategic
Plan outline developed in 2017-2018

November
/December
2018

Feedback on objectives with the wider
UWC community in Hong Kong
including alumni

March 2019

Finalisation of Strategic Plan and
production of booklet outlining plan

September
2018

Consideration of Appraisal needs by
Extended Focus Team meeting the
requirements as set by GRSC.

December
2018

Development of Appraisal based on
feedback from Extended Focus Team

January 2019

Consultation with faculty on proposed
method.

March 2019

Finalisation of new method
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(B) Academic Development (Director of Studies – Beta)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

B1)

IT Development

BC /
Committee

06/19

1625 /
1701

● Migration from Denbigh to new SIS;
● Staff and student training;
● Review/upgrade/replacement of
existing eLearning platforms.
● Linkage of ICT with B & R Centre and
College facilities.

B2)

Student Support on
Foundation Knowledge

BC / HODs

06/19

External
Tutor

● Identification of student in needs (in
EAL and different subject areas);
● Strategies on providing foundation
support to students on English and
other subject areas;
● Additional support through one-on-one
external tutoring;
● Completion of QEF proposal for extra
funding.

B3)

Quality Control on Learning
& Teaching

BC / HODs

06/19

● Review of existing policies;
● Sharing of IB course/subject
requirements;
● Transparency in assessment, deadline
and results;
● Student and teacher feedback.
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Review & Progress
Against Targets

(C) Student Welfare Development (Director of Student Welfare – Michele)
College
Focus

SMART Target

C1)

Introducing Boardingware

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

Jan 19

Boardingware is operating in all
residences
Access to students info and whereabout
more efficient

MM/BC/F
H
C2)

Emphasize on wellbeing
Workshop on How to thrive
Monday sessions on Achieving
balance

Residence
Team

All year

Lifestyle committee and residences team
review

C3)

Focus on Mental Health
For staff

MM

Aug 18 and
beyond

- Tutors attend a workshop on Mental Aid
first first aid
- Tutors feel better equipped to support
students.
- More counselling hours
- Counsellor/s organizing small support
groups
- Peer Supporters continue their training

For students

C4)

New full-time Universities
Guidance counsellor
Induction
Support for writing all
testimonials

MM and
Emily

Sept
All year

Continued
use of
Career &
Life
Planning
Grant
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The UGC
- Understand the need of our College
- writes all testimonials successfully
- students have greater access to
Counsellor

Review & Progress
Against Targets

(D) Education Outside of the Classroom Development (Director of Education Outside of the Classroom – Steve)
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

D1)

Monitor & review impact of new
timetable (in its 2nd year) on
EOTC programme

Steve

By end
’18-’19

EOTC Committee review supported by
survey or meetings with community

D2)

Focus on Peace as part of UWC
Mission for COP Day

Wendy

End of
College
year

Peace Initiative Committee will plan the day
in consultation with the LPC community.

D3)

Focus on Sustainability as part of
UWC Mission - work towards
carbon neutrality by 2020

Wendy

End of
College
year

Present the Sustainability Framework once
again to the College; initiate a school-wide
sustainability audit with the participation
from all aspects of the College; eventually
work towards UWC Carbon Neutrality by
2020.

D4)

Review of OW changes

Wendy

December
’18

Review with community the changes made to
OW in September ’18.

D5)

Mandatory carbon offset for all
trips from 19-20

Paul

End of
College
year

Trips committee proposal to Board for
increased trips budget to provide funds for
mandatory carbon offsetting in year ’19-’20
(CLP solar paneling proposal may impact this
target).

D6)

Planning of EOTC PD day

Steve

March ’19

Service Learning focus (possibly with
psychodrama structure) to be planned by
Steve and proposed to Focus Team in first
instance.
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Review & Progress
Against Targets

D7)

Mission & Service Learning in
B&R centre (provisional)

Steve /
Wendy

Throughout
’18-’19

EOTC & Peace committees to consider input
to Belt & Road Centre for integrated learning
between centre & college.

D8)

Incorporation of GIF (or
something related to Peace) into
OW for a more explicit link to the
‘peace’ part of the UWC mission
(provisional).

Wendy

End of
College
year

Peace Committee to explore possibility of
GIF integration into OW. (This has already
been done with the sustainability aspect of
the UWC Mission). Any proposal to be
presented to College.

D9)

Introduction of Belt and Road
Project Week trips

Paul

May 19

Overseen and evaluated by Paul & the Trips
Committee.

(E) Administration (Director of Administration - Flora)
College Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

E1)
2017 Major
Repair Grant &
Lift installation
Follow up

To improve facility conditions
on campus by government
funding

FH/ON

08/1808/19

$3.7M

Follow up with the appointed
consultants, government depts and
contractors to make sure a smooth
progress of the project development.

E2)
Belt & Road
Initiative

To carry out major renovations
in the Academic Block as to
create additional space for
teaching and learning, as well
as improvement of the existing
building conditions.

FH/ON

08/1808/19

$50M

Follow up tightly the project
development as to meet the timeline for
the opening of the B&R Centre in
2019.
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E3)
Other Campus
related works

To conduct a Campus Survey
+ underground drainage
CCTV investigations

E4)
Development
Appraisal for
Support Staff

To ensure every English
speaking Support Staff follow
the agreed appraisal structure.

Extension of
services during
lunch.

To ensure that the revised
operations in answering the
College phones and reception
of unexpected guests during
lunch work out smoothly.

FH

08/1805/18

$250,000

To work closely with the appointed
consultant as to conduct the Campus
Survey for possible Major Repairs
submission in 2019 and/or
identification of the repair &
maintenance tasks to ensure that the
campus facility is in good order.

Line
Managers
of Support
Staff

08/1808/19

$20,000

Regular review on progress between
the line managers and the support staff
members.

Support
Staff

08/1808/19

--

Regular review of the process and
difficulties, if any.

(F) Admission (Admissions Director - Kate)
College
Focus
F1)

SMART Target
Migrating the online application
to the new platform connecting
to the new student information
database. To seamlessly transfer
new student information to the
database.

Responsibility
KK

Time
Frame
All year

Budgeted
Cost
Included in
IT budget
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Monitoring and Evaluation
- To simplify the application platform
for more user friendly.
- Reduce the paperwork from students
and staff on the enrollment.

Review & Progress
Against Targets

F2)

To further improve recruitment
and outreach to potential students
with working closely with
UWCHK Committee.

KK

All year

HK$107,100
(Open Day)

- To understand the effect of Global
Selection Programme in HK and how
to incorporate in the communications
to prospective students.
- To utilise the paid staff from UWCHK
on supporting the new admission
cycle.
- Explore new options/ways/platforms
to reach students and families.

(G) Group 3 and 6 - Humanities and the Arts
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

G1)

Improve teaching and learning
GP: use of case study in
teaching different units/themes

All

6/19

Nil

Lesson plan available for GP
linked to the syllabus
Sharing of IT skills among staff
to facilitate teaching and
learning
Transparency in assessment,
deadline and results;
Student and teacher feedback.

G2)

Incorporate examples on belt &
road countries in teaching if
appropriate

All

6/19

Nil

Student presentation or reading
/teaching materials available

G3)

Develop strategy to support
students with difficulties

All

6/19

Part of
College
tutorial
budget

A clear strategy is available
within department to help MSG
students (in line with the overall
College strategy if available)
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G4)

Discuss and develop/implement
strategy to deal with student
concerns

All

6/19

Nil

An agenda item in dept
meetings for this purpose
A clear strategy is available
within department to handle
different concerns

(H) Groups 1 and 2 - Languages
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

H1)

Implementing the new Group 2
courses (Language B and Ab
Initio) across the four
languages

Teachers of
Group 2

All year

Textbooks
- materials

Timely meetings / updates on how the
implementation works (in first year,
impact likely to be more on planning
than on teaching)

H2)

Preparing for the upcoming
changes in Group 1 (2019
onwards)

Teachers of
Group 1

All year

Workshops

By the end of the year all group 1
teachers will have attended or led at least
one Group 1 workshop

H3)

Language Centre upgrade

Belt and
Road
Project
(part of)

All year

(part of)
HK$ 50 M

Reorganisation / upgrade / expansion /
resourcing of the Language Centre from
planning to completion (summer 2019)
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(I) Science and Mathematics Department
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

I1)

Implementing the new timetable (in
its second year) and year structure
with a clear focus on planning to
ensure complete delivery of
syllabus content.

Group 4
and 5
teachers

1year

Regular updates in department
meetings to share progress

I2)

Better support for those students
who lack the background to be
successful in the IB diploma. (Peer
support network and one-on-one
tutoring)

Group 4
and 5
teachers

1year

Ongoing monitoring by HoD in
consultation with teaching
colleagues.

I3)

Further review and development of
the subject selection process.

Group 4
and 5
teachers

1year

HoD to keep track of subject changes
and students who appear to be
misplaced.

I4)

Review of different subject
offerings to try and accommodate
students who find science subjects
challenging.

Group 4
and 5
teachers

1year

Examine demand for a third (new)
ESS class. Review the subject guides
for some new subjects.
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(J) TOK Team
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

Monitoring and Evaluation

J1)

Regular team meetings to develop
teaching strategies, discuss
syllabus and student issues

TOK
Team

1 year

Scheduling of TOK team meeting times
incorporated in the school calendar

J2)

Standardisation of TOK
presentations assessment

TOK
Team

1 year

Sessions to view sample presentations and
assessing them together to understand
criteria application

J3)

Professional development for new
team members

TOK
Team

1 year

New team members to shadow other
experienced team members to develop
teaching strategies

J4)

Professional Development
opportunities -IB workshops for
upcoming new curriculum

TOK
Team

2 years

Registration for TOK new curriculum
workshops when they are rolled out by IBAP

Review & Progress
Against Targets

(K) Accounting Office
College
Focus

SMART Target

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Budgeted
Cost

K1)

Petty cash disbursements to be
done 2 times per week

Accounts
Office

7/2018 6/2019

To ensure that the process is carried out
smoothly. Proper cash count are done and
accurate accounting records are kept.

K2)

Study on the migration of the
fixed asset system from Access
to other

Accounts
Office

7/2018 6/2019

To select the appropriate service provider.
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Against Targets

